Dehazing photograph is a appropriate technique that could limit the negative effect of haze on photos and increase the efficiency of the photograph/video processing method in the hazy weather. in this paper, projected a easy picture dehazing technique. the system deletes the preliminary transmittal precisely based on latent area primarily based segmentation and decreases the intended initial transmittal by means of manner of an purpose function with the unconventional transmittal approximation. . first of all, we build raw transmittal in gaussian pyramid using a few transmittal extraction prior. secondly, a patch based orientation laplacian pyramid is built from the nonlinear re-trace function factor with the aid of factor. thirdly, we gain the widespread laplacian map with piece-based totally re-traced image and assist them to manual the transmittal refinement. sooner or later, the dehazing output gets lower back from the subtle transmittal and atmospheric scattered method.
A. Introduction
Haze is a widespread phenomenon in our every day lifestyles prompted via the usage of the climatic absorption and scattered. Form the image dehazing; the use is to recover scene radius J.
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From (1), the scene outer radius J at every pixel is defined as
According ( does not assumed the without haze radius J to be an 0 as in [9] . So that the prior that in high bright regions J(x) has to be highest In one color channel the intensity is very low. 
